Do you fall in love with paddles? I do. I must confess though I am
a paddle philanderer. My passion for paddles continues to grow,
each time I meet a new paddle I imagine how it will feel slicing
though the water, I get giddy anticipating what it can teach me.
Each time I experience a new blade’s performance I am surprised
by what I don’t know and can’t predict. But before I delve into
introducing you to some recent explorations into paddles I want
to talk about something that has been on my mind for a while.
The quest for lightness and sharpness: Modern materials allow
innovations that previously would not have been practical. The
advent of carbon fiber paddles has allowed the development
of paddles with shapes and dimensions that would simply either
break if made of wood or be so vulnerable to damage that they
would not last. The Greenland paddle evolved as far as we can
tell over three thousand years, being constructed from drift wood
that washed up on the storm battered shores of the Greenland
coast. The Inuit innovated in shape and size to suit their purposes
using the tools and materials available to them. Much as their
qajaq designs were adapted to the sea sate and purpose they
did the same with their paatit or paddle.
My purpose of mentioning the Inuit is the internal struggle I have
with continued innovation, on the one hand it is consistent
with the philosophy of a subsistence culture, to use everything
available to ensure your continued survival. But at the same
time the ability to commercially “mass” produce composite
materials feels like it has the potential to be seen as co-opting and
commercializing the qajaq culture for gain. Putting that aside,
the new materials have led to an evolution in paddle shape, the
quest for lighter and sharper paddles.

Your most intimate
paddling relationship?
by Christopher Crowhurst

They almost always come hand in hand, a sharp blade ends up
being a light blade. Each characteristic provides both benefits
and challenges.
Challenges with lightness
•
Strength
•
Durability
•
Reduced momentum
Benefits with lightness
•
Lower fatigue
•
Greater buoyancy
Challenges with sharp and flat
•
Edge vulnerability
•
Sensitivity to blade angle (rolling and paddling)
•
Cavitation
•
Reduced foil lift generation
•
Flexibility – decreased acceleration
Benefits of sharp and flat
•
Sculling?
•
Flexibility – decreased shock loading on shoulders\
•
Lower weight
I am drawn to the feel of these modern designs and materials,
and I have many in my paddle collection. They are functionally
excellent, but despite their performance I still find myself drawn to
the beauty of wood. I wonder if the two can ever meet?
Aluu Paddles – Made by Chuck Smith
For full disclosure I have known Chuck for four years, and consider
him a friend. Chuck has been active for many years building
skin-on-frame kayaks (qajaq) and runs workshops, passing on
these skills to fellow enthusiasts and beginners alike. In early 2015
Chuck mentioned that he was starting a business venture building
paddles. Knowing my passion for paddles, he offered to build me
one.
Chuck’s approach to his business is one of continued innovation,
mirroring the Inuit culture. He has focused on automating some
aspects of the paddle making process so he can achieve
consistency, quality and maintain costs to create a viable
venture. The resulting shape, which is predominately fashioned
by a CNC mill, is transferable from paddle to paddle, the biggest
remaining variable then becomes the wood. Chuck gave me the
paddle at the Traditional Paddler’s Gathering in the fall of 2015.
I asked Chuck to make the paddle without shoulders as I have
grown to prefer the feel of the loom and the ease with which I
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can extend the paddle as it slides between my hands. I had given
him some guidance on dimensions but left most of it up to him.
The paddle is light and flexible. Whippy is the word that comes to
mind, it has fine edges and for a wooden paddle I was surprised
at how thin the blade was at the tip. This paddle is a slicer. What
I mean is if you want it to it slices through the water very quickly,
almost effortlessly. I found it a technical paddle, meaning it
needed good technique to be used efficiently, but boy when you
use it right is is powerful. Many people who do not use Greenland
paddles wrongly assume that you need a big shovel to create
power. This is the type of paddle that disproves that notion.
I used the paddle on numerous trips travelling many miles as I
learned how to paddle efficiently with it. This is a paddle you can
paddle with all day and eat the miles up with little fatigue or wear
on your joints. I would not choose to surf with this paddle, mainly
because I like a fatter shorter paddle in the waves, but to be
honest such a light paddle feels like to may give in a big broach,
all though I have no proof of that. I am very excited that another
paddle maker has established himself in the mid-west, I look
forward to continuing to use the Aluu paddle and see what other
shapes and design Chuck comes up with over the coming years.
You can reach Chuck through his website:
http://aluupaddles.com
EastPole Paddles – Made by Margus Lelle
You may recall I previously wrote about a couple of different
paddles from EastPole Paddles. One was especially interesting an
Aleut paddle that was spectacular.
Out of the blue I was contacted by Margus who said he was
going to send me a paddle with eyes to try. I had absolutely no
idea what he was talking about, but now I do. Each paddle tip
has an integrated round eye of glow-in-the dark material. So as
you paddle through the twilight of evening to your camp site your
paddle tips show up gently glowing blue, allowing your paddling
partners to see you, and hopefully other marine vessels avoid you.
I found it hard to photograph the glow, but it really worked.
Okay, so before you write this off as a gimmick let me tell you
about the rest of the paddle, because it impressed me. I
communicate a lot with paddle makers, many of whom ask my
opinion on shapes materials etc. Margus and I had exchanged
a few messages about the transition from Loom to blade, and I
had explained the shape and feeling of my favorite paddle. I like
a pronounced lenticular or diamond shape as I find that causes
the paddle to naturally cant against my middle and ring finger.
Margus clearly listened to me and the paddle he produced has
exactly the feel I like. It is a short strong paddle with good blade
width, I think I am going to like using this paddle in big water. The
blade cross section is a good compromise leaving enough wood
to be strong and sufficient shape to create lift if I paddle properly.
The paddle has the trade mark laminated wood on the shaft that
is visually appealing. EastPole Paddles are very reasonably priced
and I see from the web site they also make a norsaq now too. If
you are looking for a wooden paddle these are worth checking
out, I recommend speaking with Margus to see what he can
recommend for you.
Margus can be reached through the EastPole Paddles website:
http://eastpolepaddles.com
Gram Kajak – Made by Lars Gram
I know if I met Lars I think would like him. He thinks like I do, we
share the same passion for paddles. This quote from his website
really resonates with me:
Giant factories and chimneys belching out smoke do not really
interest me. That is why I build my paddles in my own workshop
where I will never stop experimenting with different types of wood
and seeking out new and better designs. Here, I use my hands
and simple tools to produce paddles – paddles that are unique
and will come to tell their own stories in the hands of their paddler.
Hailing from Denmark Lars has created a one-man business
producing both Carbon fiber and wooden paddles. The build
quality of the two that he sent me are impressive. The laminated
wooden paddle is a beauty to behold. The multiple timbers not
just chosen for the aesthetics, but for their properties, weight,
flexibility, comprehensive strength.
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Rebirth of a Tradition - The (re)launch of Brooks Paddle Gear

There is something intrinsically appealing to me when function
and form come together and result in engineering beauty. The
carbon paddle is a very modern design, by that I mean it is
chasing the thin and sharp characteristics I talked about earlier. I
used the paddle for teaching last month and handed it to several
highly competent paddlers, each of whom coveted it and didn’t
want to give it back. It’s a gem. Light, strong, easily paddled with
minimal canting needed.

You can contact Lars through his website:
www.gramkajak.com
Disclosure: Each of the three paddle makers provided these
paddles free of charge, and have not asked for them to be
returned. I did not solicit them and they did not solicit this article
nor did they edit it prior to its posting.
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By Christopher Crowhurst

Did I mention it’s a two-part paddle? Both the Carbon and the
wood paddle are two part paddles, joined by a system that is
another example of clever elegant engineering. The diamond
shape of the paddle ferule prevents inserting the paddle at the
wrong angle, aligning the blades perfectly, and means the push
buttons purpose is simply to hold the two pieces together rather
than resist rotation. The only improvement I can come up with
is to reduce the height of the button so it is flush with the loom.
However, being rounded it is very easy to pass through the hands.
The wooden laminated paddle is a classic design with relatively
parallel blade edges for a good section of the blade. Unlike the
carbon paddle the edges are soft making this a very forgiving
paddle. It feels strong in my hands, the soft shoulder almost
nonexistent, allow for easy extension and bracing. The quality of
the construction is some of the best I have seen in a laminated
paddle. The integrated ferule blends perfectly with the wooden
loom and blade. These are works of love and art. I travel to many
paddling events so the convenience of a two-part paddle,
combined with this paddles beauty, may make this my new
travelling companion. I suspect we will become regulars at MSP
airport.

25 years ago, give or take a few, kayaking was nearly
extinct in Greenland. It was not only the Inuit’s skills afloat
that were being lost, but the ancient art of making
paddle gear, equipment like the seal skin tuilik, the avataq
and the akuilisaq had all but vanished, replaced by the
motor boat, Helly-Hansen oil skins, gum boots and rifles.
There remained only a few Greenland women left whom
had the knowledge and skills to prepare the seal skins,
and the wherewithal to sew them together with the sinew,
the way their ancestors had for millennia before them.
Back then there was a Greenland paddler named Hans
Kliest-Thomassen, he lived in Nuuk, in the south-west of
Greenland. He was a member of a small passionate
group of Greenlanders, the Nuuk Qajaq (kayak) Club.
Collectively they were determined to keep the qajaq
culture alive and preserve the ancient hunting skills. A
Canadian paddler, Thomas Quinn, was working in Nuuk
and paddled with Hans and the members of the Nuuk
Qajaq Club. Hans was concerned about the lack of
available paddling gear and talked to Thomas about
the challenge. When Thomas returned to Canada
he contacted George Brooks, the owner of Brooks, a
Canadian maker of diving wet-suits. Hans’s idea was
to have Brooks make a tuilik from modern materials
on behalf of the Nuuk kayak club. Thomas brought a
traditional seal skin tuilik to George and together they took
the skins apart, made patterns and developed a method
of recreating a facsimile of the tuilik in neoprene. They
kept the traditional shape and approach to assembling
the panels. They replaced the materials and methods of
securing the tuilik to the cockpit rim and sealing the wrists
and face with modern rope, shock cord and hook and
loop fixtures.
Once George and Thomas had worked through the
challenges of manufacturing they sent some of the new
neoprene tuiliks to the Nuuk Qajaq Club in Greenland.
What happened next was unexpected. Over the previous
years fewer and fewer children had been interested in
kayaking, and the skills were dying with the hunters who
passed each year. The limited availability of traditional
seal skin tuiliks for children, the challenges of preserving
them and to be totally honest probably the smell of
seal skin rubbed with animal fat were also a part of the
problem. With the availability of neoprene tuiliks suddenly
the children became interested again, and the following
year, having trained in neoprene tuiliks they competed
and dominated the national kayaking championship.
In the late 1990’s Maligiaq Johnsen Padilla, arguably the
most renowned Greenland paddler in history, toured the
USA with the Brooks tuilik, demonstrating rolling and other
hunting skills. The exposure this created helped the Brooks
tuilik become a “consumer product” vs. a specialty item
made for the Nuuk Qajak Club.
In 1996 Brooks Wetsuits Ltd. was turned over to Charles
Brooks when George retired. Charles operated the
company as two divisions, Brooks Dive Gear and Brooks
Paddle Gear and was instrumental, working with input
(and a very smelly seal skin avataq!) from Thomas Quinn,
expanded the Brooks Paddle Gear line to include the
Akuilisaq and Avataq.
So that is the back-story of how Brooks became a fixture in
the global Greenland paddling community, and in a small
way helped save the Greenlandic qajaq culture. Many
people have for years considered the Brooks tuilik as the
gold standard for commercially made tuiliks. Over the
past decade a few other
companies started making tuiliks, however I have always
considered Brooks the most authentic replica of the
original seal skin versions, and with good reason it would
seem given their genealogy.
Over a decade ago, back in the 2004 a product
technician named Som Jarvinen joined Brooks. Som
was put to work on the development and production of

the Brooks line of paddling gear. Originally from Thailand, Som
studied design at a highly regarded international design school in
Bangkok. Som transferred those design skills to her work at Brooks,
assisting the business grow its product portfolio making patterns,
cutting, sewing, assembling and acting as quality control for the
Brooks line paddling gear.
Turn the clock forward now to 2015, Charles Brooks, looking to
spend more time with his family, decided to stop making the
Brooks paddle gear line, including the Greenland gear, and focus
exclusively on the Brooks Dive Gear supplying commercial diving
suit to the industry.
Serendipitously Charles’s decision came at an opportune
moment. Mark, Som’s husband, is a serial entrepreneur, having
run many previous businesses. Som’s passion and expertise for
the Brooks paddling product line complemented by Mark’s
entrepreneurial spirt created a unique combination, allowing
them to extend an offer to revive and take over the Brooks
paddling product line. Thus Brooks Paddle Gear, a new business,
was born, run by the husband and wife team of Mark and Som
Jarvinen. Mark and Som have decided to maintain the traditional
manufacturing approaches developed by George Brooks, and
passed on to his son Charles, and, importantly, to continue to
manufacture the line of Greenland inspired paddling gear.
Som is the technical brains behind the venture, applying her
education, experience and skills to ensure the traditional methods
of construction continue to be applied. She is committed to
producing the highest quality tuilik, avataq, akuilisaq and
mittens for traditional Greenland paddling enthusiasts, plus
of course the many other items of paddle gear for which
Brooks had been renowned. Mark runs the rest of the business,
connecting with the customers, liaising with distributors and
suppliers, working out what products to focus on developing
next, plus running the back office and managing the shipping
and logistics.
Mark shared with me that they are currently working on
prototyping a new tuilik concept for release later in 2016. It
will be made of a lightweight breathable material, a great
idea for those people in warmer climates who are still
looking to enjoy the freedom and benefits of traditional
Greenland paddling gear without risking overheating or
worse hyperthermia. I am looking forward to seeing what
they come up with next.
The Brooks Paddle Gear business needs to grow. Mark and
Som are looking to expand distributors overseas, especially
within Europe and Asia. Both customers and distributors can
contact Mark through their new website,
http://brookspaddlegear.ca
I wish Som and Mark well in the years ahead as they continue to
supply our kayaking community with quality Greenland paddling
gear.
Please note: I was not solicited to write this article. I contacted
Mark and interviewed him after learning of their takeover of
the Brooks Paddle Gear product line. During the interview Mark
shared with me the background above. I have been a happy
customer of Brooks paddle gear for many years, regularly using
and writing about their tuiliks and avataqs.
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